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Leading organization for marine procurement and supply professionals.n We bring people together, share valuable industry
knowledge and implement best practices at.nâ€ŽMarine TraderIMPA | Marine Shops Guide â€º Projects â€º Projects.nMarine Â®
for the sale of goods and services; assessment of the state, ecological state and natural resources (including with the help of drones);

treatment; risk assessment of navigation and the environment. Quote: â€œIt is vital for maritime trade to build effective partnerships.
Often, suppliers and buyers do not fully interact with each other and do not exchange information about where, what, when and how
much is supplied. Instead, suppliers try to deliver goods on time, and customers cannot track the quality of products. We eliminate

this problem by bringing together suppliers and consumers in a single information space Marine Trade Pro.â€� â—� Marine
Exhibition (MOM).n NTN Marine is an international organizer and organizer of major international maritime exhibitions and fairs.

As a result, NT NT Marine is a key international supplier of exhibition information for its customers in more than 15 countries.
Provides a full range of services for organizing exhibitions, as it can develop the concept of the exhibition, hold events, negotiate with

the desired exhibitors and organizers, the press and sponsors, as well as provide translation and reproduction of information and
presentations in foreign countries. The company is a member of the National Association of Marine Exhibitions.n Strictly following
certain criteria, Marquet founded NT.n Marine in 1979 in Bordeaux, and then moved to Cyprus, where the company's headquarters
were located. Significant investments of the company make it possible to turn events aimed at promoting the interests of clients into

unique business events. n Resources Development for Clean Energy (RDCECE).n RDCEC Energy is a leading provider of alternative
energy solutions and services. Its offices are located in London, Paris, New York, Hong Kong and Singapore. The company

specializes in the design and manufacture of pumping equipment, solar panels and wind turbine systems.n RDC has been an active
member of the NT European Union since 1995.n Clean Power and Infrastructure (CPI).n The Clean Petroleum & Industry - Partners

consortium, which conducts research on the use of renewable energy sources. The company was founded in 2005 with the
participation of the European Commission, US
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